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CALCULUS. 

88. Proposed by J. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Md. 

From a given point, P, in the base, AB, of a triangle, to inscribe in the latter the 
minimum triangle, if its angle at P is given. 

I. Solution by R. E. GAINES, A. M., Professor of Mathematics, Richmond College, Richmond, Va. 

Let PQR be the triangle whose area is to be a minimum. Denote the seg- 
ments into which P divides the base by a and b and the an- 
gles opposite them by a and q. Then since the anigle PQR 
is constant 6+P=constant. 

No Q r_,sinA P -_bsinB_ Now PQ-sin )sPR=n. sin 

In order that the triangle may be a minimum it is 
evidenit therefore that sin0sinq must be a maximumn. 

sinqcoso)-sinocosq=O. 
sin(p-6)=zO. .P. q7==. Or if it be required to construct the triangle 

it will be found that Z RPB=A+i(C-f/) where ib is the given angle at P. 

II. Solution by the PROPOSER. 

Let PQR be an inscribed triangle, Q lying in AC and R in BC. Denote 
the given angle QPR by fl, and the given distances PA and PB respectively, by 
m and a. We have 

QP= msinA p nsinB 
sin (A+H)' sin (-B+6))@ 

Since the area of A APQ, Z QPR being constant, depends upon the prod- 
uct of AP and RP, the area is a minimum if sin(A+6)sin(Q-B+6)) is a maxi- 
mum. Putting this product M, we find 

am 
=sin(A-B+fl+26), and 06)2 =2cos(A-B+P+20). 

From sin(A-B+P+2fl)=,0 we obtain A-B+j9+2fl6,180, since A-B+ 
p+20)=O, would make 02M/06)2 a positive quantity, and furnish a minimum in- 
stead of a maximum. 

6.=90'-i(A-B+O). 
If A=C, 6)==B, and in this case the minimum triangle would have its sides 

QP and RP parallel to BC and AC respectively. 

III. Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Science, Cbester High School, 
Chester, Pa., and ELMER SCHUYLER, High Bridge, N. J. 

ZAPQ=6), ZQPR=X. 
PQ=dsinAcosec(A+6), PR=(c-d)sinBcosec(X+f--B). 
cosec(A + 6))cosec(X+ 6-B)=minimum. 
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This is the case when cot(A+6)+cot(X+6-B)=0. 
,. } 7r-I(A+X-B). 

PQ-=dsinAcosec(X+CC). 
PR=-(c-d)sinBcosecd(X+C`. 

Geometrical construction: Upon AB describe a seg- U 305 
ment containing an angle= Z C+ Z X. At P erect PO per- 
pendicular to AB meeting the circle in 0; draw OR, OQ 
perpendicular to BC, AC, respectively. Then PQR is the 
minimum triangle required. 

IV. Solution by P. H. PHILBRICK, C.E., Chief Engineer, Kansas City, Watkins & Gulf Railway, Lake Char- 
les, La. 

Let. the figure represent the triangle. Let angle at P=28. Drop the per- 
pendicular PD upon the nearest side, then draw Pa and 
Pa' making angles DPa and DPa' each equal to 8. Paa' 
is the triangle required. 

To prove that this triangle is less than any other in- 
scribed triangle having the same vertex angle at P, draw 
Pb and Pb' making angles aPb and a'Pb' each-x. 

Let PD=Tp. Now aa'-2ptan8. 
Also bb'=bD+Db' zp[tan(9-x)+tan(8+x)]. 

tan(&-x) -tan d-tanx and tan(8+x)= tant9+tanx 
1 +tan -tanx 1 -tan.tanx* 

Substituting and reducing, we find, 

bb'-2ptan# x -1-taD2 19tan 2x > 2ptan 8. 

bb'>aa' and triangle Pbb'>triangle Paa'. 
SECOND PROOF. 

tan(8-x)=-(8-x) + (83 +...... , and tan(8t+x)=(?9+x)+ (3+X) + ...... 

also 2taD8=z228+2' +?...... 

But each term in the last development, except the first, is less than the 
sum of the corresponding terms in the first two developmnents. 

Hence tan(b-x)+tan(8+x)>2tan6. Hence bb'>aa'. 
A geometrical proof is also easy. 
In case half the angle at P is >APD, the triangle, as above, would not 

lie entirely within ABC. In that case make angle APc-the given angle 28, and 
APc is the triangle required. 

The maximum triangle is formed by drawing from P a line PC to the 
farther vertex of the farthest side and making CPE-28. If E falls on CB pro- 
longed, then CPB is the required triangle. It will be observed that if PB>PA 
triangle CPB>CPA. 
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